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The superconducting transtition temperatureTc in nonmagnetic Lu1−xLaxNi2B2C sxø0.1d linearly decreases
with the structural parameterc8 /a as dTc/dsc8 /ad=210s20d K. The same decrease ofdTc/dsc8 /ad has been
observed for the other nonmagnetic series Lu1−xYxNi2B2C sxø0.1d fJ. Freudenberger, S. L. Drechsler, G.
Fuchs, A. Kreyssig, K. Nenkov, S. V. Shulga, K.-H. Müller, and L. Schultz, Physica C306, 1 s1998d; J.
Freudenbenger, Paarbrechung in Seltenerd-Übergangsmetall-Borkarbiden, Thesis, TU, Dresden, 2000g. The
decrease inTc for the antiferromagneticallysAFd ordered compounds RNi2B2C sR=Dy,Ho,Er,Tmd and for
nonmagnetic LuNiBC again scales asfdTc/dsc8 /adg=200s10dK. This is a strong indication that in nonmag-
netic and AF orderedRNi2B2C as well asRNiBC compoundsTc is determined byc8 /a which is a measure for
the deviation of the NiB4 tetrahedra from ideal tetrahedral symmetry.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of superconductivity in the quaternary
rare earthsRd nickel borocarbidesRNi2B2C in 1994sRefs. 1
and 2d the main interest in the study of these compounds was
to understand the interplay between superconductivity and
magnetism occurring in this class of materials. In order to
understand the variation of the superconducting transition
temperatureTc within the series ofRNi2B2C compounds, for
example, attempts have been made to correlateTc with the de
Gennes scaling parameterG=sgJ−1d2JsJ+1d sgJ andJ being
the Landeg factor and total angular momentum of theR3+

ion, respectivelyd.3–5 We will not discuss this point any fur-
ther for the moment but will come back to it at the end of
this paper.

The variation of Tc for non-magnetic RNi2B2C com-
pounds, on the other hand, e.g., the fact that LuNi2B2C has
the highestTc of all superconductingRNi2B2C compounds
while LaNi2B2C is not superconducting at all or the change
of Tc within the series Y1−xLaxNi2B2C sRef. 6d or
Lu1−xYxNi2B2C sRef. 7d, definitely has other reasons. Band
structure calculations by Mattheisset al.8 explain why
LuNi2B2C has such a highTc and LaNi2B2C is not supercon-
ducting: in LuNi2B2C the Fermi energy has its position at a
relatively high density of statessDOSd, while it is at a low
value of the DOS for LaNi2B2C. As it was further pointed
out in this paper, high DOS at the Fermi energy happens to
coincide with ideal tetrahedral symmetry of the NiB4 tetra-
hedra forming the Ni2-B2 layers which are responsible for
the superconductivity. Recent calculations by Divišet al.9

essentially come to the same conclusion about the DOS. In
order to confirm the idea that deviations from the ideal tet-
rahedral symmetry of the NiB4 tetrahedra are responsible for
the variation ofTc in non-magneticRNi2B2C compounds
more experimental data forTc in such compounds are
needed. It is for this reason that we have studied the system
Lu1−xLaxNi2B2C. Furthermore, such studies offer the possi-
bility to compare this system with the series Lu1−xYxNi2B2C
sRef. 7d that we have already studied. Preliminary results
already have been published elsewhere.10

II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND CHARACTERIZATION

Polycrystalline Lu1−xLaxNi2B2C samples were prepared
by conventional arc melting of stoichiometric amounts of
pure elements in an Ar atmosphere.6 The room temperature
x-ray diffraction measurements were performed on powdered
samples with a Rigaku Miniflex diffractometer using CuKa
radiation. Rietveld analysis was used to obtain the lattice
parameters of the samples. Alternating currentsacd suscepti-
bility measurements were done in a Quantum Design super-
conducting quantum interference device magnetometer in the
temperature range between 4.2 and 30 K. Four probe resis-
tance measurements were made using a Linear Research ac
bridge smodel LR700d in the temperature range 2KøT
ø300 K.

The x-ray analysis of Lu1−xLaxNi2B2C was done in a
similar way as previously made for the Y1−xLaxNi2B2C
system.6 Single phasesless than 3% impurity phased with
good crystallinity only was found for samples with compo-
sitions close to the Lu and La endssFig. 1d. For La concen-
trations between 0.02 and 0.9smiscibility gapd two phases
with LuNi2B2C type of structure were found which we as-
sign to a Lu-rich and a La-rich phase, respectively. A similar
miscibility gap has been reported for other La diluted
RNi2B2C compounds.6,11 Figure 1 shows the results of the
Rietveld analysis assuming the presence of the earlier-
mentioned two phases for the samples withx=0.02, 0.07,
and 0.9, which correspond to nominal concentrations of 0.1,
0.6, and 0.9, respectivelyssee later, and Table Id. As ex-
pected, the analysis shows that the La-rich phase increases
with increasing lanthanum concentration.

The reduction of the superconducting transition tempera-
tureTc with La substitution can be seen in Fig. 2. Taking into
account that LaNi2B2C is not superconducting, it is natural to
suppose thatTc of LuNi2B2C is reduced by substitution of
Lu by La. Therefore, we attribute the superconducting tran-
sition observed by ac susceptibility and ac resistance mea-
surementsssee Fig. 2d to the Lu-rich phase. An apparent
nonsystematic change ofTc with increasing nominal La con-
centration would be seen if the mismatch between nominal
and real concentration is not taken into account. In fact,real
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concentration in the Lu-rich phase does not correspond to the
nominal La concentration due to the presence of the earlier-
mentioned two phases in the sample. The real La concentra-
tion x in the Lu-rich phase has been calculatedssee Table Id
by making the assumption that the lattice parameters linearly
vary, going from pure LuNi2B2C to pure LaNi2B2C ssee Ref.
6d. It is important to mention that the calculated values of the
real concentration are not relevant for the main conclusion of
this paper drawn from the data in Fig. 5. The room-
temperature normal-state resistivities are between,100 and
200mV cm, somewhat higher than what is observed in
single crystal12 but agree with that for polycrystalline
samples.2

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The parameterc8 /a sc8 is the distance of the twoR-C
layers between which the NiB4 tetrahedra are sandwiched
and a is the lattice parameter in the basal planed has been
found to be the relevant parameter determining the tetrahe-

FIG. 1. CuKa x-ray diffraction pattern of the samples
sLu1−xLaxdNi2B2C with La concentration of 0.02, 0.07, and 0.92.
The Bragg peaks, corresponding to the Lu-rich phases① vertical
linesd and La-rich phases②d, obtained after Rietveld analysis, are
indicated.

TABLE I. Nominal and realx concentrations,a andc lattice parameters and superconducting transition
temperaturesTc as obtained from resistancesRd and susceptibility sx8d measurements for the
Lu1−xLaxNi2B2C series. Labeled parameters for nominalxø0.7 correspond to Lu-rich phases and forx
.0.8 to La-rich phases.

x

a sÅd c sÅd

TcsKd

Nominal Real R x8

0.0 0.00 3.463s1d 10.626s3d 16.5s2d 16.4s3d
0.1 0.02 3.470s1d 10.615s3d 16.2s3d 16.1s7d
0.2 0.05 3.480s2d 10.605s5d 15.3s8d 14.3s9d
0.3 0.06 3.484s3d 10.601s4d 15.1s7d 14.2s8d
0.4 0.06 3.485s2d 10.595s4d 13.6s3d 13.4s7d
0.5 0.07 3.486s3d 10.596s4d 13.6s5d 13.3s8d
0.6 0.07 3.487s2d 10.590s4d 13.6s6d 13.1s5d
0.7 0.08 3.491s3d 10.583s4d 13.3s6d 13.0s7d
0.8 0.90 3.764s3d 9.894s5d ¯ ¯

0.9 0.92 3.771s1d 9.865s3d ¯ ¯

1.0 1.00 3.793s1d 9.824s2d ¯ ¯

FIG. 2. ac resistivity data, given as a function of temperature for
the Lu1−xLaxNi2B2C series with different La concentrations.
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dral symmetry at the Ni site inRNi2B2C as well asRNiBC
compounds. This finding results from57Fe Mössbauer effect
studies of variousRNi2B2C sR=Y, Er, Ho, Dy, Tb, Gd, Nd,
Prd and RNiBC sR=Y, Er, Ho, Dy, Tb, Gdd compounds.13

The quadrupole splittinguDEQu at the57Fe sNid site linearly
scales withc8 /a for all compounds studied. SinceuDEQu is a
measure for the deviation from ideal tetrahedral symmetry
sDEQ=0 for ideal tetrahedral symmetryd this linear correla-
tion betweenuDEQu andc8 /a clearly proofs that it is indeed
the sc8 /ad parameter which determines the deviation from
ideal tetrahedral symmetry. In Fig. 3sad we have plottedc8 /a
for Lu1−xLaxNi2B2C as a function of the real La concentra-
tion x obtained from the lattice parametersssee earlierd to-
gether withc8 /a for Lu1−xYxNi2B2C given in Ref. 7. As can
be seen from this figure the change ofc8 /a with x is a factor
of about 4.5 larger for La doping compared to that for Y
dopingfdsc8 /ad /dx=−0.20 and −0.045 for La and Y doping,
respectivelyg. This is what one would expect, since the dif-
ference in the ionic radii between Lu and La isDrsLu−Lad
=−0.0223 nm which is about a factor of 4 larger than the
correspondingDr for Y doping fDrsLu−Yd=−0.0057 nmg.

Figure 3sbd shows theTc values as obtained from resis-
tancesRd as well as susceptibilitysx8d measurements as a
function of x for Lu1−xLaxNi2B2C. As can be seen from this
figure, the agreement between the results of the two measur-

ing methods is quite good. In addition we have plotted in
Fig. 3sbd theTc values as given for Lu1−xYxNi2B2C in Ref. 7.
It shows that the influence of La doping onTc again is a
factor of about 4.5 larger than that for Y dopingsdTc/dx
=−42 K and28.5 K for La and Y doping, respectivelyd.

If we now plot Tc vs c8 /a, we find that theTc reduction
DTc in both systems Lu1−xLaxNi2B2C and Lu1−xYxNi2B2C
scales withc8 /a in exactly the same wayssee Fig. 4d. The
straight line drawn through the data points in Fig. 4 is a
least-square fit with the slopefdTc/dsc8 /adg=210s20dK.

This is quite a remarkable result since it shows that theTc
reduction just scales withc8 /a or with the deviation from
ideal tetrahedral symmetry of the NiB4 tetrahedra, indepen-
dent of the size of the doping atom. Usually it is assumed14

that theTc reduction is caused by local lattice distortions due
to the different sizes of the host and doping rare earth ion.
Since this effect usually scales as~Dr2 sRefs. 14–16d one
would expect that theTc reduction for a givenx should be a
factor of about 20 larger for La doping than in the case of Y
doping. This, however, is not observed: the experiments
clearly show thatDTc scales approximately withDr andnot
with Dr2. We should mention at this point that magnetic
dilution of antiferromagnetically orderedsAFd DyNi2B2C
with La and Y, respectively, indeed reducesTc by a factor
which scales withDr2 sRefs. 14–16d. This reduction, how-
ever, is due to amagnetic pair-breakingeffect17 which is not
relevant in the nonmagnetic systems we are discussing here.

In the following we want to bring another argument why
theTc reduction in Lu1−xLaxNi2B2C and Lu1−xYxNi2B2C, re-
spectively, is not caused by local lattice distortions due to
different ionic radii but rather due to the deviation of the
NiB4 tetrahedra from ideal tetrahedral symmetry. Fuchset
al.18 analyzing all existing experimental data for the series
Lu1−xYxNi2B2C, suggest that the local lattice distortions due
to different sizes of the Y and Lu ions mainly reduces the
electron-phonon coupling constantle-ph. The change in the
DOS at the Fermi level, on the other hand, is too small to
explain the measured change in the Sommerfeld constant.
Whereas it is not quite clear how local lattice distortions will

FIG. 3. sad c8 /a parameters for Lu1−xRx8Ni2B2C sR8=La and Yd
as a function of the concentration x.sbd Superconducting transition
temperaturesffrom resistancesRd and susceptibilitysx8d measure-
mentsg as a function ofx for Lu1−xRx8Ni2B2C sR8=La and Yd. All
the data forR8=Y were taken from Ref. 7.

FIG. 4. Superconducting transition temperatures, given as a
function of c8 /a parameter, for Lu1−xLaxNi2B2C and
Lu1−xYxNi2B2C sRef. 7d systems.
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reducele-ph, our finding, namely, that theTc reduction scales
with c8 /a can explain the reduction ofle-ph: as it has been
pointed out by Mattheisset al.,8 the NiB4 tetrahedra in
LuNi2B2C have almost ideal tetrahedral symmetry. This fact
also is “ideal” for superconductivity since in this case an
s-p band, which exhibits strong electron-phonon coupling,
happens to coincide with the Fermi level. Changingc8 /a,
i.e., changing the B-Ni-B bonding angles in the NiB4 tetra-
hedra, therefore, will shift thiss-p band and reduces the
electron-phonon interaction.

Having discussed in detail the reason for the variation of
Tc in nonmagneticRNi2B2C superconductors, we now will
switch to the nonmagnetic superconductor LuNiBC and to
the AF ordered superconductorsRNi2B2C with R=Dy, Ho,
Er, and Tm. We will ask the question, how much of theTc
reduction in these systems is caused by the deviation of the
NiB4 tetrahedra from ideal tetrahedral symmetry. For that
reason we have plotted in Fig. 5 theTc values of all these
compounds as a function of thesc8 /ad parameter together
with the data points of the nonmagneticRNi2B2C com-
pounds already displayed in Fig. 4. Most surprisinglyall data
points fall on the same line, i.e., forall of these compounds
the relation betweenTc and c8 /a is the same. The straight
line through the data points of nonmagnetic LuNiBC and the
AF orderedRNi2B2C compounds in Fig. 5 is a least-squares
fit with fdTc/dsc8 /adg=220s10dK. This value is within the
experimental errors the same as that found for the nonmag-
netic Lu1−xRx8Ni2B2C sR8=La,Yd compoundsssee Fig. 4d.
For that reason we can make the following two conclusions:

sid the difference inTc between nonmagnetic LuNiBC and
LuNi2B2C is due to the change ofc8 /a or the deviation of
the NiB4 tetrahedra in LuNiBC from the ideal tetrahedral
symmetry and

sii d Tc in AF orderedRNi2B2C compoundssR=Dy, Ho,
Er, and Tmd essentially is determined byc8 /a or by the de-
viation of the NiB4 tetrahedra from ideal tetrahedral symme-
try; the influence of theR magnetic moments onTc seems to
be very small. An exception is Tm where there is a reduction
in Tc ssee Fig. 5d caused by the fact that only for Tm we have
Tc@TN, i.e., superconductivity occurs in the paramagnetic
state.

Conclusionsid gives a natural explanation for the missing
superconductivity in all the otherRNiBC compounds:c8 /a
in all other RNiBC compounds is smaller than in LuNiBC
and smaller thansc8 /adcrit=1.457ssee Fig. 5d. We are aware
of the fact that conclusionsii d is in clear contradiction with
the generally accepted opinion that de Gennes scaling is the
reason for the decrease ofTc with increasingR magnetic
moment in these compounds. Nevertheless, the striking
agreement in the correlation betweenTc and c8 /a for the
nonmagnetic and AF orderedRNi2B2C superconductors
should be taken as an experimental fact which cannot be
overlooked.

One of the strongest arguments against the plot shown in
Fig. 5 is the fact that the data point for YNi2B2C is far above
the line drawn in Fig. 5, i.e., theTc value for this compound
is much higher than expected from itssc8 /ad parameter.

Even if we have no really satisfactory explanation for this
fact, we want to bring up two points:sid in another family of
magnetic superconductors, namely, the Chevrel phases
RMo6S8, Tc essentially scales with the volumeV; again Y is
not fitting in the Tc vs V relation obtained for all rare earth
atoms;21 sii d the change ofTc in the nonmagnetic series
Y1−xLaxNi2B2C is fdTc/dsc8 /adg=293 K sRef. 6d; this value
is even somewhat larger than that found for the other non-
magneticRNi2B2C compounds, again indicating thatTc in
YNi2B2C is too high if compared with the otherRNi2B2C
compounds.

As a final conclusion, we have clear experimental evi-
dence that Tc in nonmagnetic, superconducting
Lu1−xLaxNi2B2C and Lu1−xYxNi2B2C sRef. 7d is determined
by the structural parameterc8 /a. This indicates that it is the
deviation from the ideal tetrahedral symmetry of the NiB4
tetrahedra which reducesTc in Lu1−xRx8Ni2B2C sR8=La,Yd
relative to LuNi2B2C. There seems to be additional experi-
mental evidence that theTc reduction in AF ordered
RNi2B2C compounds isnot due to theR magnetic moments
but rather caused by deviations of the NiB4 tetrahedra from
ideal tetrahedral symmetry. This last finding is rather contro-
versial, but we hope that it will trigger more theoretical work
on the subject ofTc in nonmagnetic and AF ordered super-
conductingRNi2B2C compounds.
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FIG. 5. Tc values for the magnetically ordered superconductors
RNi2B2C with R=Dy, Ho, Er, and TmsRef. 19d, given as a function
of thesc8 /ad parameter, together with the data points corresponding
to the nonmagnetic Lu1−xRx8Ni2B2C sR8=La and Yd and LuNiBC
sRef. 20d.
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